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FEMALE INTUITION 

by Pedro Verges 

Rosa had told me that very morning, and I had felt, as I listened to her, as if I were 

dying. 
"And how did you hear?" I managed to ask her, though not right away. First I had 

thrown myself on the rocking chair, stunned, speechless. 
"That is not something one asks," she replied. "But I'm telling you the truth." 
I had to believe her. Rosa knew Julia pretty well. They had grown up together in 

the neighborhood, lived yard to yard, belonged to the same set. I sighed. 
"Don Luis called Mama really early," I told her. "They're going to talk at four." 
"I know that too," Rosa said. "That's why I wanted to give you plenty of warning, 

so that they won't take you for a fool." 
"But do you think that Don Luis knows what's going on, that he too ... ?" 
"Are you mad? He would kill her. If Don Luis knew that, he would kill her. Not Don 

Luis," Rosa said. "Are you going to be there?" 
It was after eleven. Mama was not home. She had gone to church and would not be 

back till one. The cook alone bustled around the house, peeling plantains, scrubbing 
pans, taking the weevils out of rice. 

"I have to be," I replied with an air of defeat. 
"Ok, keep your eyes open," Rosa warned, getting up, ready to leave, but not before 

adding an "I'm sorry" that I barely heard, from feeling so awful. 
I was wearing shorts and no shirt and sweating up a storm, despite the fact that the 

windows facing the street, as well as the patio door, were open wide, and a breeze 
blew through as it does only in September. I felt, moreover, so overwhelmed that I 
couldn't recall the moment Rosa opened the door and left the house. I only know that 
I suddenly began to doubt what she had told me, attributing it to a fit of jealousy. And 
not just any jealousy, but major-league jealousy. Not the old, vague, infantile jealousy, 
but the after-I-got-involved-with-Julia-jealousy, something that neither Rosa nor 

anyone, not even myself, ever imagined would happen. Let me explain. 
Rosa ran after me like I ran after Julia and Julia after Ivan. The annals of lost loves- 

in this I'm being quite serious-contain no tale of deeper submission and outright 
devotion than ours. Or of scorn, let's be clear about that, because ours was a path with 
no return, an echo without resonance. I mean that, to the same extent that Rosa loved 
me and I loved Julia, Julia loved Ivan-and of course, as a result, Ivan felt nothing for 
Julia, Julia nothing for me, and I nothing for Rosa. I speak, of course, of love, not of 
other things. But let me go on. 
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CALLALOO 

Rosa's feelings for me came from way back, neither more nor less than mine for 
Julia. I could almost say that from as far back as elementary or intermediate school. 
As far as Julia goes, she treated me during those years with the same detached 

cordiality with which I treated Rosa, which contributed to the latter spending her life 

building castles in the air. And not in vain, as a matter of fact, as we later saw. I say 
this because in fact, faced with Julia's permanent rejection, I was on the verge of 

getting involved with Rosa. If I didn't yield, it was only because one good day Julia 
decided to pay attention to me. But these chain reactions, my yielding to Rosa, Julia 
to me, cannot be understood at all without mentioning Ivan, Julia's ex-boyfriend. 

Ivan wasn't from the neighborhood, and this is why he only met Julia after she was 
no longer a child, in the second year of high school, almost three years ago. He had 
moved with his entire family-father, mother, little sisters-to one of those houses 

facing the park. His father was in business. Or rather he had been in business, because 
when they arrived they seemed to have lived through some sort of cyclone. And not 

any old cyclone. One like San Zen6n at the very least. The only thing left to them of 
their past of splendor were the airs. This was especially true of Ivan; one look at him 
was enough to see what his Achilles heel was. Once, when for whatever reason he 

lingered at the corner to chat with us, he even told us of a founding father among his 
ancestors. A patriot from the War of Independence, no more or no less. A certain 
Albuerne or Alborne, or something like that, of whom no one had ever heard. 

But what bothered us the most was not his false pride. And certainty not the detail 
of the founding father, which could have been true or not, and to confirm which the 
fellows-ever so diligent-decided to seek aid from some historian nearby. It was his 
conceit, that goodness-complex of his (about how good he looked, not how good he 
was), which drove me battier than it did the others. Not because he wasn't good 
looking, which he was, it's only fair to admit it, but for the impression, I could almost 
say the impact, he had on Julia from the very first day he moved in. More specifically, 
from the very first afternoon in which-the furniture all unpacked from the trucks- 
Ivan stepped out on the terrace with his curls blowing in the wind, his designer polo 
shirt, his superior height (he was taller than average for our neighborhood-we were 
all rather on the short side), and stood there in profile, hunk-style. So the girls could 
have their fill of looking at him, I imagine that's what he had in mind. So they could 
devour him with their eyes. 

From this point on, Julia's attitude to me underwent a radical change. From being 
an always-pleasant, well-bred, gentle good friend, who even accepted the occasional 

compliment, who never fed my hopes but never rebuffed me either, she became quite 
the opposite. Smitten with Ivan like a stray bitch, she started living for nothing but to 
be noticed by him, using every single weapon she had at hand. She organized parties. 
She invited him. Outings. Likewise. No sooner did she hear that Ivan planned to be 
somewhere, there she would appear, just happening to meet him at strategic places- 
movie theaters, the plaza, El Conde Street, the beach-where he occasionally would 
not show up at all, or worse yet, would show up with someone else. Because that was 
what was so truly sad about this business, that Ivan didn't give a damn about Julia (he 
could not care less). Didn't care a fig. Wouldn't give a hoot. To Ivan, Julia was just 
another girl, and if indeed there had been times, intervals, that is, during which it 
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seemed that things between them were going swimmingly, the truth is that they never 
did, that when it was not one thing it was another, and that Julia lived consumed by 
vexation, misery, and bitterness. I know this because I watched all this from afar and 

rejoiced. Not for myself, not for the advantages I could glean from the situation, which 
were none, quite the contrary: the colder he was, the more docile she became. It was 

just because we were thus, at long last, even. At last Julia knew what it meant to suffer 
on her own flesh the beloved's indifference, and could, as a result, understand me. 

Thank God that in the interim I could count on Rosa, who became my shoulder to 

cry on. During the two years that the thing with Ivan lasted, Rosa comforted me, 
spoiled me, welcomed me and my grief in her small porch, took charge of the distress, 
worries, and heartaches the ordeal caused me. I wanted to kill myself, and she talked 
me out of it. I wanted to nosedive into the mire of despair.... I wanted to spend my 
life wandering from one end of the world to the other, alone with my pain, just like 
in a sappy poem by Fabio Fiallo or Jose Angel Buesa, and Rosa would make me see that 
life was beautiful, that it had grand and splendid things in store for me-landscapes, 
sensations, a thousand rewards for my sufferings. She did this with such sweetness, 
with such devotion, that she was just on the verge of accomplishing her most 
cherished hope-as I had stated already-that I would use her to forget Julia. If she 
did not get her way it was because quite suddenly the unthinkable happened. Julia- 
fed up with Ivan's mistreatment-decided to give tit for tat, and that changed 
everything for me. Or more clearly, if I may: that faced with the prospect of being 
included in Julia's sphere of future options, of her spinning the wheel and eventually 
drawing me out as a grand consolation prize, I went back to my castles in the air and 

relegated Rosa, not to a second plane, but to a fourth or fifth, at least. And I don't think 
Rosa ever forgave me. 

But none of this-I'm referring to what was going on between Ivan and Julia- 
happened suddenly, no matter what people in the neighborhood believed. Before that 
there was the customary quarrel that precedes such breakups. The fact that no one had 
noticed anything was not due to carelessness or lack of interest on the part of the 

neighbors, who spent their lives laying siege to each other, but to the fact that it had 
been weeks since Ivan and his family, having recovered from their crisis, had left the 

neighborhood, and that, as a result, his relationship with Julia went through upheav- 
als, somersaults, agitations of which no one had a clue. We had not yet learned-I'm 
not going to exclude myself-that the cause of this deterioration was that Ivan had 

gotten re-entangled with the girl who had been driving him crazy since he was four. 
In other words, that Ivan was in the same boat we all were, and that there were now 
four of us. 

We had known nothing of this passion of Ivan's for his own Julia, as inaccessible 
to him, since she belonged to another, as mine, since she was his, to me. Not so Julia. 
She had been perfectly aware, from the very first moment, of her rival's existence, and 
even proposed to herself being to Ivan what Rosa was to me. Without Rosa's devotion, 
that is, without her unparalleled generosity, since Julia's plan was not to share Ivan, 
as Rosa would have done, if necessary, with me, but to win him away from the other 

completely. Only thus can one understand her reaction on learning that the rival was 
once again making eyes at Ivan (which was in effect what had happened) and that 
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Ivan, just as it sounds, was drooling at the possibility of her coming back to him. That 
is, that she turned into a fury, a fiend against Ivan and his ex. Especially after realizing 
that Ivan meant to keep her in reserve (on stand-by as he put it), just in case he got 
check-mated by the other one, as if Julia were not what she was, a girl from a good 
family, but any old thing, some cheap broad, or something like that. So that she went 
from being submissive and industrious to being a rebel. She went from being a loving 
young woman, always perfectly groomed when awaiting her boyfriend (a bit, still, 
like in the old days), into a little slut in jeans with a loose mouth who never rejected 
invitations or visits or anything. She went from being a future lady of the house, a 
future mother of her offspring, a future doctor of odontology who would open a 

practice after graduation with the help of her parents and relatives, to what she also 

was-although deeper down-a fun loving chick given to carousing and frolicking, 
mancrazy like you wouldn't believe. I don't know what came over her, in short, a sort 
of madness that made her completely lose control and which in a matter of months led 
to her setting a new record of those fleeting and consequently scandalous flings so 
dreaded by many women. I was the last of her then boyfriends, and I went in knowing 
what I was getting myself into, just like another one of those merely taking advan- 

tage-without this really being the case, I must make that clear-throughout our six- 
month love affair, she searching for a way to kill, with my help, as with that of others 
before, the remnants of a love in retreat, and I with the hope, as Rosa with me, of 

ultimately getting my way. These things happen. Sometimes things work out like that. 
We've seen it too often in the movies or on television, or heard it on the radio, or seen 
it in life not to believe in them or think they can happen to us. The miracle of love! She 

suddenly notices the He exists, understands the qualities he possesses and how much 
he loves her, and cannot fathom how it is that she has lived so close to him since they 
were children without knowing he was the man fate had set aside for her. And she, as 
a result, falls in love. He overflows with happiness. She begs him to forgive her, for 
God's sake. He does. She and he fuse in one final kiss and withdraw from the world 
hand in hand, en route, naturally, as at the end of movies, to nothing short of 

happiness. That's what I expected would happen, and I thought I was on my way to 

achieving it (or had even, perhaps, attained it) one day when I suddenly found myself 
on top of Julia, eating her up. Fucking, if you'll excuse the word. Except why apologize 
for the word if that's what we were doing, if Julia seemed to be levitating from 

pleasure-to judge from the expression on her face (this despite my weight on her), 
from how cozy she seemed on the mattress on the floor-and I just from watching her 
and thinking that from then on everything would get easier for me, bit by bit. 

Three weeks before, Ivan-blissful he-had married his torment. And since Julia 
confined herself to wishing him well from afar, with more rage and pride than spite 
or pain (or that, at least, like an idiot, thought I), I concluded that things were moving 
even more in my favor. The only one complicating the panorama a bit was Rosa who, 
since I had started, after Ivan's flight, to ponder ways of getting closer to Julia, 
stopped being all sweetness, understanding, and comfort to become all jealousy. So 

obsessively, unfortunately, that there was no circumstance she would not exploit to 

get back at me for the harm I had done her. She accused me of supposedly having 
raised her expectations and of feeding her false dreams, for instance. She forgot that 
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it had not been me, but she herself, who had gotten me into the game, if that's what 
this was, determined as she had been to run all the risks that the adventure of love 

required. No more no less than I had done, not much later, with Julia, or Julia with Ivan, 
or he, in short, with the other one-all of us at one and the same time emotional victims 
and victimizers, the four of us trapped in a sea of passions we had unwittingly 
whipped into a storm. Let me point out that I hadn't meant to put this so poetically, 
but that's how it came out and so be it. That matter cleared up, let me go back to Rosa, 
who couldn't contain herself and who, once through with me, went after Julia with a 

vengeance. 
She accused her of everything under the sun, particularly of chasing after Ivan, to 

whom she was convinced Julia would end up yielding herself, or rather, to whom she 
was sure Julia would end up giving some, since that's how she put it. She would do 
it, not only without taking me into consideration, but even using me to protect herself 
from the risks of giving herself to a married man, if it came to that. Or, said without 

beating around the bush: that if Ivan got her pregnant, I would be the one to take the 
chestnuts out of the fire, and I wouldn't even know, to boot. And it was true that Julia 
was still attracted to Ivan. I knew it well, and all my efforts were aimed, in fact, at 

uprooting him from Julia's heart, and replacing him. But from that to being capable 
of what Rosa supposed there was some distance, considerable distance at that, and 
that's why I opted to ignore her back then. I wouldn't even give her the time of day, 
to put it bluntly. 

But that was then. The second time she came to me with the same tale, today, this 

morning, when she came to visit me and to bring me up to date on Julia's deceit, I 
couldn't make sense of anything. At first I believed her, then doubted, and finally was 

only sure of one thing, that from then on I would never again be the same, before 

myself or before Julia. Or at least not until I succeeded in uprooting the doubt that 
Rosa had planted in me, not until I succeeded in shedding the bewilderment in which 
I suddenly found myself submerged. And I hoped to have said it with suitable 

precision, cliches aside. I thus threw myself into pondering how best to recover the 
elation and presence of mind I had enjoyed just a few hours before. 

The first thing to do would be to talk to Julia: that went without saying. Except there 
was no time left for that. Mama would soon be back, Julia and Don Luis would come 
soon, and I had neither proof nor information, nothing that would justify my carrying 
on like a madman or a demented shuttlecock, or demanding explanations from Julia 
that could lead her to think that I was just looking for a way to shirk my responsibility, 
to shake off my commitment. So I felt as if trapped, as in a tunnel without exit, and 
then I decided, without more ado, to let matters run their course, to await the agreed- 
upon meeting with Don Luis and Julia and see what events would lead to, how things 
developed, what Don Luis would say, what Mama would say, and Julia, and I, and 
whether Mama would or would not cry, or whether Julia would, and why, while I 

pondered a way of finding everything out before taking the-undoubtedly transcen- 

dental-step of marrying Julia. Because that was the problem, that Julia was several 
months pregnant, and that we would be forced to get married. We had discussed it 

repeatedly and, after making sure that it was not delay or the like, Julia had spoken 
to her family, I talked about it at home, and between them and us we had decided to 
deal with the matter properly. Hence the four-o'clock appointment. 
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Still Mama had not returned. She came back around one and found me more 
nervous and tense than when she had left. She noticed it as soon as she came in, and 
even asked if something had happened, something new, during her absence. But it 
didn't go beyond that. I avoided the topic more or less successfully, and without 

returning to the point we sat down to lunch, and ate, in complete silence. Neither one 
of us alluded to what awaited us when Julia and Don Luis arrived because we had 
discussed it to distraction the day before, and because we both knew that it was a mere 

formality, distressing, but inevitable. And thus an hour went by, and then another one 
until, at four o'clock sharp, the doorbell rang. And it was they. Don Luis came in first, 
then Julia, who stood by me and grabbed my hand before greeting Mama with a kiss. 

"How are you, child?" my mother asked, very much on her dignity, very concerned 
about the situation. "How are you feeling?" 

"Much better," replied Julia, who had been continuously sick lately. 
I stretched out my hand to her father. 

"Greetings, Don Luis," I said. 

"Greetings," he replied, dryly. "How is it going, Miguel?" 
We sat on a cross, so to speak, Mama across from Don Luis and I, facing Julia. 
"You know already, Dofia Flor, what we have come about," Don Luis began. "You 

already spoke of the matter to your son. And even to Julia, as I understand." 
"That is so," Mama said. "I am fully informed." 
"For a man like me this is not an easy step to take, I have to be frank with you," Don 

Luis pronounced, his hat in his hands. "I would say it is quite the contrary. But, in any 
case, here I am." 

"It is not easy for me either, Don Luis," Mama replied diplomatically. I was 

beginning to get nervous. "I would have liked to have my husband here in my stead. 
But as you well know he's been in Puerto Rico for a while now and can't come home. 
I haven't even been able to speak to him on the phone to discuss the matter." 

That was true. Papa was in San Juan, and we had tried to phone him. But without 
success. It seems he had left the place where he had been living (he was continuously 
moving), and there was no way to reach him. We would have to wait until he called 
to let him know. But Mama had done well in bringing him into the conversation, since 
it gave her the opportunity to thread a paragraph full of commonplaces, although 
very coherent and quite to the point, about the men in both our families, hers on one 
side, and Papa's on the other. They were all very honest, straightforward, and, what 
is more important, very respectable men. I had inherited those traits, had evidenced 
them since childhood. Mama was trying to say that, my mistake aside, Don Luis was 

right: we had already discussed the matter, of course, we both accepted the obligation 
to which it bound us. Hers as a woman who had daughters herself, daughters already 
married, fortunately; mine as my parent's worthy son, as Julia's boyfriend, and of 
course, as the one responsible-first and foremost, let that be clear, and he almost 
fulminated me with his gaze-of what had happened between us. 

It was a long speech, lasting about a quarter of an hour. I am summarizing it for the 
benefit of anyone reading this, if anyone ever will. But it was, above all, suitable, 
precise, and convincing. So much that Don Luis appeared pleased, and refrained from 

delving more deeply into the topic. It would have been superfluous. 
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"That being the case, what remains is for us to agree on the date and how these two 
are going to organize themselves," he began to conclude. "I am, as far as I am 
concerned, ready to give them a hand, to give them a bit of money until they start to 
manage on their own. I don't know what you have in mind." 

"They can live here for the time being. There's plenty of room. Later, we'll see," 
Mama said, very seriously. "But more important than all these, which are minor 
details, is to hear what they have to say. Let them take advantage of this opportunity 
to say something, if they have anything to say." 

I knew this was going to happen. I knew full well that Mama, having seen me, when 
she came back, so burdened with doubts and anguish, was not going to let everything 
be managed between her and Don Luis. I knew it the moment I saw her come in and 
fasten her gaze upon me and guess that something had gone wrong with me, that 
something had happened, that there was a difference between the son she had left at 
home when she went out-a decided, self-assured young man, ready for anything for 
love-and the one there when she returned. 

"Julia, my child, you heard Dofa Flor," Don Luis said, obligingly. "Do you want 
to say anything?" 

"No," Julia said immediately, "not now." 
"And you," Mama said, addressing me, "don't you have anything to say?" 
It isn't easy to describe what I felt. But I will try. I had been listening to everything 

being said about us, Julia and me, with a cosmic dread (just as it sounds). And instead 
of grasping that things were getting easier for me, I noticed just the opposite, that they 
were getting extraordinarily complicated. My doubts, on the one hand; and the 
engagement that Mama had just sealed with Don Luis in the name of no less than the 
respectability of the males of our family, on the other. Under those circumstances I 
was even doubting whether it would be prudent to raise Rosa's accusation with 
Julia-not right then and there, that notion hadn't even crossed my mind, but not even 
later-or whether to consider it a simple calumny stemming from jealousy, and move 
on ahead as if I had never heard of it. But Mama put me in a truly compromising 
situation. Because from the tone as well as the intention of the question, either I spoke 
about it, about what was troubling me, now, or forever held my peace (let no one dare 
laugh). It was thus that I, suddenly, almost without realizing what I was doing, caught 
myself seeking Julia's gaze while I replied to Mama, of whose bewilderment-which 
must have been considerable, in any case-I wasn't quite aware. 

"Yes, Mama, yes, I have something to say," I declared, very solemnly. "But it is to 
Julia. Something to ask her." 

Complete silence. Long pause. It was a difficult moment. I may now sound 
somewhat ironic about all this stuff that happened back then, about Mama and Julia, 
about Don Luis himself, about myself, to say the least-and it can now draw from me 
a certain smile. Un certain sourire. Una cierta sonrisa. But it draws me like a shredder, 
or a splinter would (these are not just idle words). I know what I am talking about. 

Julia, when she heard me, opened her eyes-those green eyes, serene like a lake- 
and looked at me with wonder. She couldn't know my intentions. But she could see 
in my face that they were not necessarily tender, innocent, or idyllic, and that made 
her shudder, literally speaking. It was not as if she didn't already carry a procession 
within her, a fatal one. 
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"Tell me, Miguel," she said, with a thread of a voice, "what do you want to know?" 
"I want to know," I said to her, without further preamble, "I want to know if the 

child you're going to have is truly mine. That is what I want to know." 
"Son!" exclaimed Mama, who had pushed me into the dilemma of speaking, but 

who never imagined that I would come out with something like that. "Have you gone 
mad, for crying out loud?" 

Don Luis gripped the arms of the chair, making a gesture as if to get up. But no. 

"Stay where you are," I told them, not even looking at them, stopping them dead. 

They both obeyed me. And I added: "It's between Julia and me." 
I looked, I must confess, like a traffic cop between the two of them, my arms 

extended, palms open towards them. 

"Why are you asking me that?" Julia said, almost on the brink of tears, "Why?" 
Her face, quite simply, had altered. Her color had drained. And since it expressed 

neither anger nor pain, except in very minimal doses, but rather shame and fear (I was 
at that moment quite capable of making such distinctions with extreme precision, 
because that's what love is when it ceases being blind, lucid to the extreme), instead 
of intimidating me, it bolstered me up. I felt surer than ever, sure that I could and must 

get to the bottom of it. I sensed that if it wasn't what Rosa had predicted, it would be 

something like it, for sure, and that gave me courage to proceed. 
I could have said to her: "Because I want to know the truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth." And I swear that's what I thought of saying to her. Or maybe 
not. Maybe I'm just thinking now that that was it, but it wasn't. Time, as you know, 
distorts everything. In any case, what finally came out wasn't too far off, at least in its 
tone. 

"I'm interested. I have reason to be," I said. "So answer me. Is it truly mine?" 
Mom and Don Luis had grown mute, as if petrified. They, who had thought they 

had everything under control, Don Luis thinking he had saved his family's honor, 
Mama feeling she had done her part-acknowledging Julia's defenselessness, accept- 
ing her son's mistake as her own, and agreeing without question to his repairing the 

damage as it was proper-now found themselves trapped in a whirlwind that only a 
few seconds earlier, barely a few seconds, they would not have been able to imagine. 
Just like Lot's wife when she was turning into a salt statue, the poor thing. 

The first one to react was Don Luis. 
"Julia," he almost screamed, piercing his daughter with his eyes, "your boyfriend 

has just asked you a question. A serious one. Answer him, damn it." 
But Julia had buried her face in her hands and had started sobbing so shockingly, 

so stridently, that there was no way she could have replied. 
"I want to die! I want to die!" was all she would say. "I want to die!" 
I would have preferred, at that instant, to have been alone with her. I would have 

wished to reiterate my love for her, to tell her that it would have been enough for her 
to tell me the truth (the whole truth and nothing but the truth, that is), for me to make 
an effort to understand her. But let anyone tell me how to go about that in front of my 
Mom and Don Luis. I was just as silent as the two of them, a stupefied trio who 
couldn't think of what to do except to wait for Julia to calm down, something that 
didn't seem quite possible then. 
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It was not Mama, but Don Luis, ceremonious and discreet-perhaps humiliated, 
who knows, perhaps perplexed, I don't know to what extent, by Julia's attitude, if not 
by mine, which didn't matter at this point-who took the initiative again. 

"Well," he exclaimed, "what a pain. This is truly a pain." 
But it was quite enough for us to understand how he felt inside. 
Julia went on crying, though now not with the same energy as at first, and Mama, 

despondent, couldn't find what to say or what to do. Neither could I. 
"Don Luis, if you wish, we could... " she began to suggest. But Don Luis didn't 

let her finish. What was it, I ask myself, that she had meant to suggest? 
"I am grateful, madam, for the intention, which I am sure is a good one," he said, 

very circumspect. I did not exist for him. "But I am a man of the world, and too old not 
to understand certain things." 

He had gotten up, hat in hand. 
"And what is clear here is that nothing is clear," he concluded. 
"It's the times, they change right before our eyes," Mama proclaimed, I don't know 

to what end. Perhaps she was protecting herself, gaining time to recover. I never 
knew. 

Don Luis smiled, or tried to smile, compassionately, and turned towards Julia, who 
could find no way of calming down. 

"Julia, my child, get up, stop crying," he said to her, very calmly, very self- 

assuredly. "Let's go home, we have to talk. We have a lot to talk about, I think." 
I took advantage of the moment to start to get up myself. Julia wasn't even looking 

at me. Her head bowed, her mane covering her face, she approached the door 

parsimoniously, gropingly, Don Luis following. Mama accompanied them. 
"So long, Doia Flor, thanks for everything," Don Luis said. "If we have to meet 

again, I will let you know. Although it doesn't seem to me we'll need to. Something 
tells me that it won't be necessary." 

Mama shook his hand. 
"So long Don Luis. And count on us," she replied. And to Julia: 
"Goodbye my child. Don't despair. Speak to your father, be honest with him. That 

will be the best for all." 
I had remained behind in the living room, devastated within, knotted into a mess. 

Julia and Don Luis went out. Mama closed the door. She came towards me, clearly 
meaning to question me. But I stopped her. 

"No, Mama, no. Leave me alone for now. I'll explain it to you later. I'll tell you all 
about it later," I said firmly, before going to my room. "But not now. Not now. Do me 
that favor." 

I remember that the light, when I entered the room, was diffuse, feeble, and smelled 
of warm earth and musk, and that a September breeze was blowing and I thought it 
would perhaps rain. I threw myself on the bed, and there remained for I don't know 
how long, going around and around what had happened a thousand times, I imagine. 
I say I imagine because I can't exactly say that's what I did or whether I also did 

something else, such as staring blankly at the ceiling or looking out into the yard or 

crying a bit, as would have been expected. It was such a long time ago! 
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The rain began a bit before six, a downpour that would not stop for several hours 
and left everything soaked. Dinner was ready at seven, but I had no wish other than 
that of continuing to listen to the rain drumming on my window with its soft thud. So 
many memories! Mama tried to force me to eat something, but no. I was doing my 
thing. Playing music that went with the rain, whether a danz6n, a bolero, or reading a 
good book, all without leaving my room. I was sad and worried, having no clues as 
to how this mess would end, being all the while glad that I had put other things in their 
proper place, pleased with myself, in short. 

When it stopped raining entirely, I wanted to go for a walk in the neighborhood 
and dressed for the occasion-a jacket, sneakers, cap, jeans-and went onto the street. 
But I didn't find a soul. Closed houses, puddles, garbage everywhere, stray dogs, 
strident frogs, relative humidity, wind, and fallen leaves: such was the panorama. I 
wanted to find friends, people to hang out with. I tried, for my mother's sake. But this 
wasn't my crowd, the guys I had come out looking for, nor were their topics of 
conversation my own. Or not at the time. What did it matter to me that people were 
drowning like monkeys trying to get to Puerto Rico? What the fuck did it matter that 
the old man, Balaguer, had climbed up to power again and no one would ever get him 
down? 

The following day dawned clearer, but not too much so. I hadn't slept badly, nor 
did I feel-curiously enough-anything particular, neither sad nor happy, neither 

uneasy nor calm, but as if floating on a totally unspecified vacuum as if I didn't 
understand what was happening. And that was, in fact, the way it was, that I didn't 
understand shit. How was I to understand it, since I didn't know, since Julia's 
agitation and screams could stem from one of three things, each as believable as the 
next. Perhaps an understandable gesture of amazement when faced with the imper- 
tinence of my question (how could such an absurdity occur to me?). Perhaps it was an 

acknowledgement, tacitly understood, of having been playing both bases (to put it in 

sporting terms) with me and Ivan, although it didn't go beyond that. Perhaps it was 
the typical reaction of someone who finds herself suddenly exposed, caught in 

flagrante, and cannot come up with any defense other than kicking, screaming, and 

wailing hysterically. Which one would I choose? Which was the real one, the truth? 
I spent part of the morning pacing from one end of the house to the other, not eating, 
not speaking, not drinking, just like a camel in the desert. Just like the Camel, smoking 
and smoking without pause. Until around ten, when we learned everything. Under 
pressure from parents and relatives, Julia had confessed everything: the domestic 
imprisonment had fulfilled its function with maximum efficacy. The child was not 
mine. It was Ivan's. Rosa had been right. 

The news spread around the neighborhood as it was expected, in a matter of 
minutes. But no one dared ask me a thing, not a thing, when I finally went out 

supposedly to take a walk. At noon we learned that Julia had left, or had been sent, 
to the house of an aunt in the interior, Moca, or maybe La Vegas-I always get those 
two villages confused-and that Don Luis was after Ivan, according to some to turn 
him into mush, according to others for some more civilized purpose. Everything fell 
into place again, and although I remained, as was natural, quite stunned, as time went 
by the burden became considerably lighter, and I felt more self-assured, more in 
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command of myself. There was only one point on which I was still in the dark, and that 
was Rosa. How did she find out something as intimate as that? What means did she 
employ? Who, and to what end, told her about it? I spent the entire afternoon of that 
second day waiting for a call or a visit from her. I thought that it was up to her, given 
the circumstances, to take the initiative. It was certainly not up to me, since-although 
it was not the case-I should have been thought to be in a state of prostration and 

dejection. But nothing. She neither called nor came, the asshole, and it was I who, 
around four o'clock, unable to contain my curiosity any longer, called her. 

"Hello," said her voice. 
"Rosa? Miguel," I said. "What's up?" 
"What's up with you?" she said, with as much impertinence as sarcasm. You could 

tell right away that she had been waiting for this moment. 
"I want to know how you knew," I told her, rising to the occasion. 
"How did I know what?" she continued. "What are you talking about?" 
"Don't play coy. You know very well," I was getting impatient. "About Julia, about 

Ivan, the business of the child, what the fuck do you think I'm talking about?" 
She was silent for a few seconds. She let out a deep sigh before replying. 
"The truth is that you men are real fools," she exclaimed in a very low voice. 
"Speak clearly," I demanded. 
"I didn't know it, and no one told me," was her reply. 
"I don't understand you," I heard myself saying. But with a frail voice, almost 

fearing what was coming, as if I were just on the verge of guessing. 
"You don't understand? Well, it's very simple," she said, without losing her 

aplomb. "It was a hunch." 
"A hunch?" I asked. She must have noticed the strangeness in my voice. 
"No more, no less. A hunch," she underscored, vengefully. "Something told me 

that it could have been as I told you, that it had been like that. And you see I guessed 
right. You could say it was ... female intuition." 

"Female intuition?" I exhaled, fatigued. 
"Just what I said, yes," she insisted, "female intuition." 
And we said no more. I don't know who hung up first. 

Translated by Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert 
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